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Kami berjalan menuju beranda dan di sana, di tangga paling atas, tergeletak sebuah amplop
putih, tanpa tulisan Perjalanan Dua Purnama apa pun. Phoebe memungut dan membukanya.
Di dalamnya ada sehelai kertas biru yang bertuliskan:Jangan menilai seseorang sebelum
Perjalanan Dua Purnama kamu berjalan selama dua purnama mengenakan moccasinsnya."Aneh sekali," kata Phoebe.Surat rahasia ini barulah salah satu kejadian aneh yang dialami
Salamanca Tree Hiddle dan Phoebe Winterbottom setelah ibu Phoebe menghilang. Belum lagi
munculnya orang gila yang berkeliaran di sekitar rumah Phoebe dan para tetangga pembunuh
yang mengubur korbannya di halaman belakang.Benarkah ibu Phoebe menghilang karena
dibunuh para tetangganya? Siapa sebenarnya orang gila itu? Apakah Salamanca akan berhasil
mengajak ibunya kembali ke Ohio
That evening I saved puzzling over Pandora's box. I questioned why an individual may
positioned a very good factor comparable to wish in a field with affliction and kidnapping and
murder. It was once lucky that it used to be there, though. If not, humans could have the birds of
unhappiness nesting of their hair all of the time, as a result of nuclear wars and the greenhouse
impact and bombs and stabbings and lunatics. There should have been one other field with all
of the good stuff in it, like sunshine and love and bushes and all that. Who had the nice fortune
to open that one, and used to be there one undesirable factor down there within the backside of
the nice box? might be it was once Worry. even if every little thing turns out high-quality and
good, I fear that Perjalanan Dua Purnama whatever will get it wrong and alter everything.This
quote is from bankruptcy 27, whilst Sal displays at the fantasy of Pandora, which Phoebe
awarded that day in class. Creech characterizes herself as owning an indomitable experience of
hope, religion within the energy of the human spirit, and openness to inspiration. Perjalanan
Dua Purnama In instructor Librarian, she explains that she by no means understands the
Perjalanan Dua Purnama course a e-book will take whilst she begins writing. Creech describes
writing as a procedure principally past her regulate and completely consuming: she crafts the
characters' voices, yet these "voices" then govern the unfolding of the book. those voices
narrate the tale to Creech, who, while composing a brand new book, is probably going to
develop into so absorbed within the tales happening in her head that she "put(s) the phone
handset within the refrigerator, or (her) keys within the microwave." Writing is not, however, a
simple or glib process. as soon as entire with the draft of stroll Moons, for example, she revised
it 11 times. Her huge revision approach frequently lasts one to 3 years.Creech cites the
telephone name from the Newbery Medal Committee in 1995 as a huge turning aspect in her
life. She describes dwelling for days later on "on pins and needles," afraid the committee could
name again and inform her they'd made a bad mistake. Indeed, the Newbery Medal has nice
strength to remodel an author's existence because it promises the writer to whom it really is
presented not just fame, yet revenues and an extended print lifestyles for the booklet in
question, much more so than the Pulitzer. However, Creech's award generated controversy.
She used to be an "unknown" within the United States, and a few accused the committee of
bestowing the award on stroll Moons beca use its protagonist is a component local American
girl. Critics brush off the booklet for its not going plot twists, it’s too-easy message of desire and

endurance, and its heavy-handed symbolism. on the related time, Creech stands via her
proclivity towards tales of desire and humor, arguing easily that she is suited for telling such
stories, whereas others are greater suited for writing extra life like and severe stories. She
explains that during writing such stories, she creates and is ready to spend time in appealing
areas with type and fascinating people. Creech's books supply her and her readers the
opportunity to stay in an international of desire and beauty.Salamanca Tree Hiddle is taking a
visit together with her grandparents from Euclid, Ohio to Lewiston, Idaho, to go to her mother's
ultimate resting place. alongside the way, Salamanca, or Sal, tells her grandparents the tale of
her most sensible friend, Phoebe iciness bottom, whose mother, like Sal's, unexpectedly makes
a decision to go away home. Sal meets Phoebe while Sal and her father depart their farm in
Bybanks, Kentucky, to Euclid, Ohio, the place Margaret Cadaver, whom Sal's father befriended
after her mother's death, lives. Phoebe is a high-strung, prim, and wildly resourceful girl. She
feels convinced that a few sinister connection exists among the morbidly-named Mrs. Cadaver,
who's her next-door neighbor, the mysterious notes that maintain showing on her family's
doorstep, and the unusual boy, whom Phoebe dubs the lunatic, who appears to be like on the
condominium one day. Sal steadily turns into stuck up in her friend's melodrama and unearths
herself engaged in a heady flirtation with a boy from school, Ben.Walk Moons is actually a suite
of person tales informed from a couple of assorted views woven right into a coherent narrative:
we learn not just Sal and Phoebe's stories, yet Greek myths, local American myths, previous
relatives Perjalanan Dua Purnama stories, and snippets from students' journals. each one tale
suits into the most narratives and in addition resonates and amplifies the which means and
substance of different stories. on the comparable time, each one tale performs a special
function within the narrative, demonstrating the ability tales need to have an effect on human
adventure and consciousness. Phoebe makes use of her tale concerning the lunatic to chase
away other, extra threatening, motives of Mrs. Winterbottom's disappearance. Sal makes use of
Phoebe's tale so that it will relive her personal Perjalanan Dua Purnama tale and are available
to a greater knowing of it. Gram and Gramp's tales offer Sal with a feeling of her family
background and with a version for her personal lifestyles and loves. The myths interspersed in
the course of the novel provide either the characters and Perjalanan Dua Purnama the readers
a method of figuring out the origins, state, and implications of the human condition. Sal tells her
personal tale as a method of reflecting on it and coming to simply accept it.Sal accommodates
tales of the previous into the current second of her narrative, occasionally preventing so as to
add a narrative as a way of explanation, or really embedding them into the narrative as a
magazine access or a reminiscence brought on throughout the process the narrative. She tells
the tale of her mother, which Perjalanan Dua Purnama precedes either the first (the journey
around the States) and secondary (the tale of Phoebe) narratives of the novel, via those
spontaneous or embedded flashes of memory. For example, she writes in her magazine
approximately her mother's tree kissing, a tree within the car parking zone in South Dakota
reminds her of the making a song tree in her backyard, and Phoebe's relatives triggers her
reminiscence of the morning her father left plants at the desk for Sal and her mother. Sal's
narration of her stories demonstrates that the prior won't remain put. The narration bubbles up
into the current and drives occasions and emotions. In fact, as Sal's lengthy trip around the
kingdom shows, the current is frequently not anything greater than try and relive and
comprehend the past.While the radical facilities on a trip of loss and acceptance, it grounds this
trip in a chain of lovely usual gadgets and places. Sal's realizing of her earlier is inextricably
guaranteed to trees, fields, wildberries, and lakes, and through her journey, she passes by

means of Lake Michigan, the Wisconsin Dells, Pipestone nationwide Monument, the Missouri
River, the Badlands, the Black Hills, outdated Faithful, and the mountains of Montana and
Idaho. either Sal and her grandparents event moments of companionship, nice emotion, or even
rapture within the face of those common phenomena. Sal and all her relations truly harbor a
deep admire and appreciation for nature and are aware of it as one of many many worthwhile
benefits that life, usually merciless and unpredictable, bestows upon us.The messages,
postcards, and magazine entries embedded within the textual content ofWalk Moons all exhibit
the uncertainty and trouble occupied with studying the phrases of others. Phoebe twists the
benign and comical messages left on her doorstep into sequence of threats or mysterious clues
hinting at Mrs. Winterbottom's whereabouts. Mr. Birkway, who argues together with his scholars
that ambiguity is without doubt one of the maximum beauties of written texts, sees the journals
they've got written as "brilliant" examples of conflicting emotions, while his scholars see them as
embarrassing revelations in their such a lot deepest thoughts. Sal struggles to interpret the
conflicting message of the postcards her mom sends her. each one postcard expresses love for
Sal, and but reminds Sal that her mom had to go away her to take a long, soul-searching trip. in
the course of the novel, Sal turns into progressively more expert at realizing and accepting
those ambiguities.Sal notices 3 making a song timber in the course of the novel, every one of
which performs a task within the development of her narrative. the 1st is the tree on her farm in
Kentucky, a tree that contained a gorgeous songbird in its optimum branches and looked as if it
would sing on its own. the second one is the tree outdoor the health facility in South Dakota,
which triggers her reminiscence of home. The 3rd making a song tree is found close to her
mother's grave in Lewiston, Idaho. the 3 timber either characterize and convey Sal's robust
emotional reactions to the usual world, but in addition reply to her altering emotions: the tree at
the farm didn't join up the day she and her father figured out that her mom had died. Like
blackberries, the making a song bushes signify the spontaneous and unasked for generosity of
the usual world, yet in addition they signify Sal, whose center identify is "Tree." The bushes
reply to loss and grief—they don't continually sing—but they keep their good looks and their skill to
specific and set off joy.Both Sal's mom and Mrs. Winterbottom minimize their hair sooner than
or in the course of their journey. Sal's mother, to her husband's chagrin, cuts her lengthy black
hair within the kitchen the week earlier than she leaves, and Mrs. Winterbottom cuts hers
whereas she is gone, returning domestic with a trendy new haircut. either girls lower their hair
as a part of their try to rework themselves. they're taking away their former selves, and maybe
removing part of themselves that marks their gender, an element frequently linked to female
beauty. To Sal, her mother's hair symbolizes whatever extra complicated. rigorously stored and
hidden underneath her floorboards in Bybanks, Kentucky, her mother's hair represents the
happiness her mom as soon as knew and lost. Her hair, stored yet deeply hidden, reminds Sal
of the idealized mom she is starting to become aware of by no means existed.Creech emphaty's
variety as a resource of understanding, and enjoying the past's intrusion plot into the current
smoothly.
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